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VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR

T

he very nature of design, the development of artifacts, means that we
concentrate on what we do rather than who we are. It takes time for
novice recruits to develop experience and gradually move through the
profession until they are in positions of broader influence and responsibility.
This inevitably means that senior members of organisations have a range of
diversity more representative of earlier generations than of the current
general make-up in a rapidly-changing world. Thus, there is a danger that
potential young recruits feel they are not welcome in an organisation
managed by a non-representative group.
The success of a design depends primarily on one major factor: does it
do what the user wants it to do. Surveys have shown that the broader the
backgrounds of the members of the team, in terms of gender,
ethnicity, religious beliefs, or other ways in which we can divide
humanity, the greater is the range of options considered and the
higher is the chance of success. This, of course, depends on
the willingness of the team leader to consider all suggestions
Colin Ledsome CEng FIED considers
without bias.
the inclusivity of IED
The Council of the IED and our various committees are
predominantly white and male, as most of the recruits to the
profession were some 30 to 40 years ago. In the three years
before I became Chair, our President, Chair and CEO were all female, much
to the surprise of some in related bodies. As time goes on, the make-up of
our membership is changing and I expect that of Council to change similarly.
We strive to be open to those changes, recruiting members entirely on their
ability to meet the appropriate standards of professional practice.
If you feel that your particular point of view is not properly represented,
please put yourself forward to join a committee or Council. You may find that
we are more open than you think, and you can help us make a difference.
For example, if you would be interested in finding out about how to join the
new Inclusion, Equality and Diversity Group (IED²), please contact
libby@ied.org.uk.

Who we are

Get Involved

If you would like to contribute to any discussions, write to:
Colin Ledsome
BEng MEng CEng FIMechE FIED MCMI FBIS MDS, Chair, at:
The Institution of Engineering Designers,
Courtleigh, Westbury Leigh, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 3TA.
Or email: chair@ied.org.uk
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ASIDES

Designing
out drips
Flaws in a commonplace kitchen implement focus the mind of
Dr Chris Dowlen CEng CTPD REngDes FIED

www.ied.org.uk

the separation more likely to occur beyond the lip. Curving
the spout outwards accelerates the water, making a good
separation more likely.
Contrast this shape with that of a kettle that pours well and
the difference is easy to see.
Come on, product designers. You can design spouts that
don’t drip much, even if you can’t write a patent for a non-drip
spout. (I know; the patent ended up being for something else!)

scenery1 /stock.adobe.com

W

e had a stay-at-home holiday last year, selfcatering in a farm cottage. One of the essential
provisions in such a cottage is that of a kettle.
The one here was unable to pour without
dripping water all over the place. That was because of weak
design of the spout area of the kettle. I wonder how the
designer was able to put forward such a design without
adequate testing to remove such a fundamental problem –
and then how such a design was able to be put into quantity
production by a well-known company. Just what testing
procedures were used – if any?
Designing a spout isn’t really rocket science, even if
understanding fluid flow is useful. How do you do it?
The technical design principle here is to understand
something of fluid mechanics. I can’t claim to be an expert, but
I know something about it. When fluid flows against a surface
there is a velocity gradient – the fluid next to the surface slows
down because of the friction between the surface and the fluid.
To prevent drips, this slow-moving fluid (known as the boundary
layer) must be persuaded to separate itself from the kettle
surface at the right point – the end of the spout.
With clear separation, minimal dripping takes place. If the
water goes around the spout lip before separation, it drips. To
avoid this, the easiest way is to make the edge of the spout
as sharp as reasonable. With a plastic kettle, that means
a mould parting line along the edge of the lip. But that is
not sufficient. You need to keep the poured water flowing
as fast as possible, making the boundary layer thinner and
the water is more likely to separate. Slimming down the
spout (making it more pointed) and curving the end speeds
the flow. On this kettle the spout curves back inwards
except at the very top. This slows the water and makes
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Celebrating
the stars of 2020
The cancellation of IED’s physical annual general meeting and awards ceremony did not stop the
Institution from recognising those members who have shown exemplary service over the past year.
A total of 11 awards were given out in 2020. As usual, the winners represent the depth and breadth
of IED membership and the wider community

W

hile the break-out of the
COVID-19 pandemic may
make last year one to forget,
every awardee on IED’s
2020 roll of honour deserves recognition.
And they have received it – just not in the
usual way. Without an awards ceremony,
there were no pecks on the cheek, rounds

of applause or air time on the microphone.
In a socially-distanced manner true to the
spirit of 2020, winners had a trophy sent
to their homes, along with a token of the
Institution’s esteem in the form of a cream
tea sent through the post.
Three members received medals of
appreciation in the 2020 awards. Two,

given to EurIng Dr Lyndon Buck CEng CTPD
FIED and Dr Keith Winning CEng CEnv
FIED, were in recognition of their time
served as trustees of the Institution as a
serving member of Council.
Winning, who is stepping down from
Council due to work commitments,
promised to continue to participate in the

Paul Shore

A challenging question from a journalist sparked
the idea of a new approach to STEM outreach for
precision engineering, recalls Professor Paul Shore
FIED. The ensuing project, Watch It Made, has won
the IED’s Promotion of Design award.
While working as a Professor at Cranfield
University, Shore won an innovation research
award with Cambridge University to stimulate
precision engineering. One of the requirements of
the call was to do some outreach. Shore recalled:
“Usually with a high-end research programme,
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outreach usually means publishing something
for people in the engineering community. At
a meeting I think at the Royal Academy of
Engineering, there was a big discussion about how
to interest people into engineering. A journalist
told us: ‘You’re working to enthuse the sort of
people who are already interested. If you want to
get to more of the population, you’ve got to start
much younger.’” That meant reaching children
before they had made their GCSE selections in
years 8 or 9.
He continued: “One of my colleagues was
Paul Conway, who in his spare time is an amateur
horologist, and we discussed how on earth we
could make what we do in precision engineering,
which is about complex CNC machines, interesting
for kids. Then we asked, ‘What precision
engineering do kids actually have?’
Well, watches. What if we got them to
make watches. We would get them
to make a watch that they could take
home to their parents that looks like a
high-quality product.” What they would try
to offer would not be education, but

an experience. To do this, enterprising masters’
students working under Shore went to the
Centre:MK shopping mall in nearby Milton Keynes,
and specifically to Build-A-Bear Workshop.
“We analysed how the kids got a sense of
ownership from the teddy bears that they made.”
After further market research, the students used
the double diamond design process to refine their
ideas. Those ideas were then tested on students
from the primary school of Shore’s son.
Shore added: “We weren’t out of our comfort
zone with the processes. But we were with the
customer: children. We might all have been
parents. But are the children going to enjoy the
processes that we thought were interesting? We
took the path of least resistance, and assumed
that if three kids my son’s age couldn’t look at this
for 10 minutes, it wasn’t going to work. So we
started a down-selection on processes that
kids find interesting.”
In the finished programme, there are four
processes. First, the children use a small,
simplified, safety-interlocked modeller’s
lathe to finish an annular disc

www.ied.org.uk
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registration process. On accepting
of the award, he made these
remarks: “As engineers, much
of what we know is explicit
knowledge; nurtured through
formal education and shaped Lyndon Buck
by the application of codes and
standards developed by previous
generations of engineers. Applying this
knowledge, often in challenging
and novel situations, draws on
tacit knowledge, gained through
apprenticeship, training and
application. It is only through
professional registration that we
Keith Winning
can demonstrate our mastery of
both forms of knowledge to develop and
deliver solutions to real-world problems.
However, registration is only possible
with the active support of members of
the Institution in the registration process.
Passing on this tacit knowledge to the
Graham Jeffrey
next generation of engineers is both vital
and rewarding. By getting involved in the
The
Institution, members have a chance not
third medal of appreciation
only to support developing engineers but
went to Graham Jeffrey, for ongoing
also to continue to develop and learn as
contributions to the work of the IED. The
individuals.”
commendation reads: “Graham is a long-
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“That was one of the massive simplifications
of the design,” Shore observes. “The strap is
clamped inside the watch, which reduces parts and
complications. Then we put the back of the face on,
and hey presto you have a watch.”
The experience takes a group of 10
children, supervised by a teacher, about
three hours. More than 600 children
from local Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire
and Buckinghamshire schools have
had a chance to make their own watch.
The experience was also offered at the
annual Cambridge Science Festival, the
Glasgow Science Centre during the EPSRC
Manufacturing the Future Conference, and at the
National Physical Laboratory.
Shore says that the team had wanted to achieve
an outreach project that was gender-neutral. And,
if anything, the experience proved to be a bigger hit
with girls than boys, he points out. “Because the
watch looks like jewellery, it had a reaction with
girls. And girls were very often more competent
than the boys at that age. They had good manual
dexterity and their higher concentration levels made

them easier for us
to handle.”
Having been developed and rolled out in
2016, funds for Watch It Made began to ran low
toward the end of 2017, and Shore was unable
to keep hold of the Masters’ students originally
involved; they left the project to take job offers
elsewhere. So Shore now plans to resurrect the
project in a new form in 2021.
He concluded: “In my opinion, Watch It Made
offers more scope for learning about engineering in
a modern digital sense of the word than lots of the
old fashioned metalworking lessons that have been
used in education, and still are.”

background image: rarinlada /stock.adobe.com

that is the watch’s body. The high-end diamond
cutting tools used cut a shiny chamfer on the front
edge, a quick process that also stands out against
the anodised metal surrounding it. Second, they
design the watch face from standard
image templates – or bring in their
own picture – and apply it to the
face with a high-resolution UV
printer. “I thought they were all
going to use selfies, but most
don’t,” quips Shore. The third
step is to use a three-axis, CNCcontrolled engraving machine
to add a personalised message to
the rear face, such as their name, or where it was
made. Fourth is assembly. The watches’ movements
are held inside bespoke 3D-printed holders that
came pre-attached to the back of the face. The
children insert the glass in the body, which has
been warmed to expand (‘then we can talk about
the thermal expansion of aluminium compared
to glass’). Finally, they add hands using special
kinematic tooling, attach the exterior winding crown,
and choose, and insert, a fabric strap.
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standing member of the Membership
Committee, giving his time freely
each month to assess applications for
membership and registration. Graham
is also a frequent and experienced
interviewer for those members seeking
registration, and also volunteers on the
Editorial Committee, helping to oversee
and compile issues of the journal.” Jeffery
joined IED in 2003, the same year that he
took early retirement from a career spent
in gas turbine design at Rolls-Royce. Three
years later, he was made a Fellow, started
working on the Membership Committee
that same year, and joined the Editorial
Committee in 2009. On accepting the
award, he said: “I am grateful that in
retirement I have been able to serve
the Institution and its members and
am honoured to receive a medal of
appreciation for my work.”
The Membership Committee is
responsible for awarding the Kathbert
Trophy that recognises up and
coming talent, in particular
a new member that has
made a significant and
developing contribution
to design. The 2020
winner, based on his
2019 membership
application and the Andrew Robinson
professional review
report submitted by

his interviewers, is Andrew
Robinson.
Another early-career
recognition is IED’s Geoff Matt Knight
Kirk Young Member Award,
which was won by Matt
Knight. Knight, who graduated
from the University of Bristol
with a degree in engineering
design in 2017, is now employed at
renewable energy engineering consultancy
ITPEnergised. There, he initially focused on
helping develop a tidal turbine for China’s
CTG Corporation, due to be deployed
this year. Tidal turbines have to
be built to withstand
high flows, corrosive
seawater and debris,
and at the firm he
worked on several
demonstrator projects.
Knight observed: “The
advantage of emerging
technologies
is that

developments can go in
bigger steps compared to
other industries, where
each iteration is a small
optimisation. Projects
can have massive
learnings for the industry
as a whole.” More recently,
his work has turned toward
offshore wind projects, in which
he has performed various roles. Knight
explained: “ITP in particular uses crossdisciplinary teams to work together on
projects. So I might be helping
out as much on ecology
as grid constraint
analysis.”
Tom Channell
was the 2020
winner of The
Tom Channell
Founder’s Award,
presented for
distinguished
services to IED. The
commendation reads:
“Tom only joined the IED in 2018, but
has already contributed a great deal of
his spare time to help with the ongoing
development of the Institution. Tom was
invited to attend a strategic workshop
of the Trustees in January 2019 as the
voice of the younger member, where he
contributed hugely to the discussions.
Shortly after, Tom was co-opted to join

Tim Coole
A lecturer at Buckinghamshire New University for
more than 20 years, Dr Tim Coole CEng MIED has
won the Gerald Frewer Memorial Trophy for his
work guiding the next generation of engineers.
He launched the first degree apprenticeships in
engineering design in the UK, and helped train the
first cohort.
Coole observed: “Design in education is an
important part of growing the value of students
within industry and within the community in which
they live.
“If we get a higher proportion of our population
in better-skilled and better-qualified professions,
then we’re going to increase the value of that
person to society and to the area in which they
live. They’ll have a bigger income; they’ll bring
more money into the area; they’ll grow together
with people around them.”
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He compares his students to plants in a
vegetable bed, saying that they’ve ‘grown on’.
Analysing the result of that, he added: “I’ve had
people with me doing an HNC, or the first year of
a degree, go right through and complete a PhD
and do post-doctoral research in their own right.
So there are lots of people that I see adding value
to the community because they have got their
degree and have got their improvement in their
education.”
Coole also worked to improve the education.
Upon his appointment at New Buckinghamshire
University, one of his first actions was to have its
engineering courses accredited. Coole observed:
“Accreditation is an important part of any
institution’s courses and degrees because it shows
externality of the programme. The accreditation
is an important overall quality assurance to make

sure that we in UK are adhering to a standard
that is common across the whole world. The
Engineering Council comes under the Washington
accord, and IED is a strong part of that.
“Recently I’ve done a lot of accreditations of
universities with the IED. I’ve also done quite a lot
of work on apprenticeship degree programmes,
from the point of view of potential end point
assessors for the students graduating through the
degree.”
In particular, he supervised the first cohort of
degree apprentices at the school, who graduated
in 2020. He reported that there are now nearly
60 students in the programme, studying
product design and development engineering
or manufacturing engineering on a dayrelease basis over four years, while also being
employed. The first few years focus on traditional

www.ied.org.uk
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Council and also volunteered
his time and expertise to
develop a new website for
IED. Tom is also using his
experience in marketing
Colin Ledsome
and communications
and his ‘voice of youth’ to
ensure that our messages are
relevant and will be heard by the
members of the future.”
Meanwhile, IED’s members of the
present are entitled to receive this journal.
Perhaps it was no surprise that the
winner of the Hornsby cup, given for the
best article in the journal, was given to
regular contributor and Chair of Council
Colin Ledsome CEng FIED. His article
was ‘Flights of Passage’ (July-August
2019). In accepting the award, Colin said:
“The Hornsby Cup is awarded by a vote
of the IED Editorial Committee. I have
been a member of that committee for
some years, but I did not vote. The article
which brought me the prize, for the first
time, was marking the 50th anniversary
of Apollo 11. It described some of the
main installations built to support the
programme, and still in use today. At the
time of Apollo 11, I was working on the
design of Apollo Skylab, a space station
utilising major components designed for
the lunar visits.”
Back on earth, Professor Paul Shore
FIED has won the 2020 Promotion of

Design Award, for the ‘Watch
It Made’ educational
programme developed at
Cranfield and Cambridge
Universities and which
introduces 11 to 13 year
olds to engineering through
the design and manufacture
of their own personalised watch
(see box, pp6-7). The project came
out of an attempt to try to find an appeal
for precision engineering to young people.
That rested on one basic insight, Shore
recalls: “One of the things that engineering
has as a profession that others
don’t, is that you can be
proud of something that
you make, whether you
design it or produce it”.
The IED’s Inspire,
Support, Achieve Award
was formerly known
as the Gerald Frewer
Paul Shore
Memorial Trophy, after
the NASA designer. Given
for ‘outstanding contributions to
engineering design, design management,
education and training, or design
philosophy,’ it was awarded to Dr Tim
Coole CEng MIED, for more than 20
years a lecturer at New Buckinghamshire
University. After receiving the award, he
said: “As an academic and a researcher, I
see part of my role in this to bring forward

the next generation of engineers. Now
that I am reaching the end of my career
– I’m in my 60s -- I’ve lived probably
most of my life as an engineer, from
boatbuilding in Australia through high
academic achievements at universities.
Feeling that engineering has given me a
good enjoyable life, it’s time to encourage
others to come through the system and
progress themselves into the role of
engineer” (see also box, below).
Team UnLimbited has won the Alex
Moulton Award for innovation and inspiring
design, which is named after the Honorary
Fellow and internationally-acclaimed
designer. Since 2014, the charity
has made 3D-printed prosthetic
limbs for disabled children
and adults. Co-founder
Stephen Davies accepted
the award, and said:
“My honest reaction was
complete surprise. I didn’t
expect it; I didn’t seek it, but it’s
a wonderful thing and I’m proud to
receive it.” (see also box, p10).
Finally, the Chair’s Award, a
discretionary prize not given out every
year, went to Mike Evatt, who stepped
down after 20 years of service on the
Education and Training Committee in
December 2019. Unfortunately, he passed
away suddenly last year. The award will be
presented posthumously.

3D PRINTING & MEDICINE
engineering curriculum; the final year involves a
self-directed project.
Coole argues that the
apprenticeship form offers real
benefits to employers and
students. He stated: “From an
educational point of view, it has
one significant advantage over a
traditional degree. Students in
the workplace are able
to see how what
they are

www.ied.org.uk

learning is applied, as they are learning it. It’s not
a case of learning everything, and then going into
industry where they may or may not see it. They can
see it applied in practice. That brings a more solid
understanding of the discipline to the students.”
This philosophy was taken to a new level
last year, when he introduced the first masters’
degree apprenticeships with design engineering
content. This month, the first intake of a Level 7
postgraduate engineer course will
begin their studies at University
Centre Newbury, part of Newbury
College, where Coole is now
course leader. The course is
offered as both direct entry and
also as an apprenticeship, with
an option to extend it to a
Tim Coole Master’s degree.

Coole’s own research has been in medical
devices and rapid prototyping. His PhD was at
Staffordshire University and ceramics, and in
particular in bone tissue replacement.
Although Coole is no longer actively
involved in research in the area, he still argues
that it is an important avenue for 3D printing,
for example in creating hip replacements
that are specific to the person, rather than a
standard size; or for replacement knee joints. If
the material used can be biocompatible, they
can grow into the tissue.
He observed: “Bone tissue is
hydroxyapatite, a kind of calcium carbonate.
If you maintain the porosity, the body
regenerates the growth through the tissue;
that is an opportunity for bespoke body tissue
replacement.”
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Team UnLimbited
Co-founder of charity Team UnLimbited, Stephen
Davies, which has won the 2020 Alex Moulton
award, explains that he originally got involved in a
charity that produces free 3D-printing prosthetic
limbs by wanting one for himself, as he was born
with only one hand.
In 2014, he contacted international prosthesis
charity e-Nable, which paired him up with Drew
Murray. “Drew built me my first hand. The whole
experience blew me away,” Davies recalled. “As
a child, I was one of the original testers for the
myoelectric prosthesis for the NHS. From that day
until now, nothing has changed there. None of
the hands given to me brought confidence. They
may have been functional; they may have looked
realistic, but they didn’t make me feel better about
myself; they were just a dummy hand or a hook.”
But e-Nable’s design process, which brought
Davies into the design process, and made parts
quickly using a 3D printer, was different. He was
able to choose the colours used and alter other
features. “As soon as I put it on, I felt 100 feet tall
and I wanted to walk down the street and show
everyone – rather than hide it in my pocket as I so
often do.”
The way that it looked made Davies feel as
though the prosthesis was “more an extension
of himself rather than something trying to be
realistic, and failing.”
Following that initial experience, Davies
started to volunteer with e-Nable, and began
making improvements to its design. Today, its
modified hand remains unpowered and completely
mechanical, mimicking in a simple way finger
muscles. Each of the five digits features two
articulated segments that are connected to a
wrist-mounted strap piece using elastic bands
and string. Pivoting the wrist tensions the strings,
causing the fingers to curl into a fist. When the
wrist is moved back, the elastic bands pull the
finger segments open again.
He picks up the story: “I started to see that
the overwhelming need from users was for an arm
rather than just a hand. At the time, only the hand
design existed; not an arm. That was how we set
up Team UnLimbited.” Murray came on board as
a co-founder.
“That’s when I met Isabella in
Bristol. She had a current design of arm
prosthesis, but it was terrible. Even though
the girl was happy, I came away feeling
that it wasn’t good enough, and it wasn’t
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functional enough, and it wasn’t right.
I spent months working on version one
of the UnLimbited arm design.” (The
artificial arm also features mobile
finger digits that open and close,
controlled not by wrist rotation but
by arm extension, at the elbow).
“While other arms try to
be realistic or functional or
both, ours is designed to be
cheap to produce and easy to
create. It could be made by a
schoolteacher, or parents at
home, or people in university.
Prostheses are expensive. But in materials alone,
our arm is less than £30.”
This opens up the ability to reach a huge
new audience, he explained. “The problem with
prosthetics is that as they are so expensive or
take a long time to manufacture, that they are
rarely given to children until they are teenagers,
by which time they have learned to adapt. That’s
why we see such a huge rejection rate for artificial
limbs. What we need to do is get to them when
they are younger. Some children don’t know
whether they even like to wear them or not. It [a
Team UnLimbited 3D-printed prosthesis] is
definitely a stepping-off platform
to try at a young age.” The
minimum fitting age is four.
“We have streamlined the
process to be as accessible
as possible. On the site,
you put in three key
measurements: your bicep
circumference, your forearm
length and hand length on the
good arm as a comparison.
You click generate, and it
will do all the files at the
correct size, and then
you download them
as one file; put it
on printer and
assemble to

instructions.”
Like all good design, achieving
that simplicity was no simple matter, the cofounder continued. “It has been a struggle.
Normally with CAD design and 3D printing, you
scale up or scale down to fit. That doesn’t work
with children, who come in all shapes and sizes:
some have long arms, some have short arms,
some arms are fat, some are thin. They don’t scale
proportionately. So we recreated a model of the
arm in code.” That provides the parts to correct
scale while maintaining mechanical tolerances.
The results of the project have been
extraordinary. He and Murray have themselves
printed more than 100 arms in the UK;
online, his work has found an even
bigger audience. Design version two,
which is open-source and free to
use, has been downloaded 150,000
times. Davies estimates there are now
18,000 users in some 30 countries
around the world, from children in
the Himalayas to victims of land
mines in war zones.
“Our arm has had
a great global
impact,” he
concluded.

Stephen Davies
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Modifiers
and indicators
BS 8888 is the descendant of the world’s original engineering drawing standard, BS 308, and a
revised version of the standard was published in 2020. Changes include a more comprehensive
section on material condition modifiers (Section 7.9) and a new section (8.4) on plane and feature
indicators, reports former IED Chairman Tony Keegan CEng FIED, who sits as an expert on British
Standard and ISO technical committees. He is an independent consultant and delivers online
training in geometric tolerancing

T

he use of material condition
modifiers can significantly
increase manufacturing process
capability by utilising otherwise
unused size and geometric tolerances
and help reduce the volume of rejected
parts. There are two material condition
modifiers.
Maximum material requirement (MMR)
invoked by using the symbol
:

1

2

Least material requirement (LMR)
invoked by using the symbol
:

Specifying the MMR (or LMR) allows
size and geometric tolerances to be
used together to calculate a boundary
condition, the size of which is called the
maximum (or least) material virtual size,
or MMVS (or LMVS).
The standard also describes the
direct indication of virtual size in the
tolerance indicator adjacent to
or
. In this example, the MMVS
diameter is 16.8:
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In addition, reciprocity requirement
(RPR) is now included. This allows size
tolerance to be exchanged for other types
of tolerance. RPR is invoked by using the
adjacent to the symbol
or
symbol
in the tolerance indicator.
the symbol
along with
Specifying the symbol
allows the size of feature
the symbol
to change from the maximum material
size to the calculated maximum material
virtual size:

®

®

®

along
Similarly, specifying the symbol
allows the size of
with the symbol
feature to change from the least material
size to the calculated least material
virtual size:

The reciprocity requirement can be
used as an alternative to the more
common practice of zero tolerance with
material condition modifiers, sometimes
known as ‘Zero
’, where the maximum
material size is set equal to the maximum
material virtual size. This practice is also
now described in the standard. BS8888
references more than 150 ISO standards
that can be consulted for more information.

PLANE & FEATURE INDICATORS
There are four plane and feature
indicators. They have been introduced
to clarify the orientation of tolerance
zones or line elements, for example
when using 3D specifications where
there are no drawing views (that is,
when applying model-based definition,
MBD – see pp14-16) or when a datum
system is insufficient to prevent
ambiguity.
They are used with the line element
form tolerances of straightness,
roundness, line profile and circular
runout that were previously specified
without any reference to a datum
system. Their use replaces the former
practices of aligning the orientation
of the tolerance element or zone by
creating a drawing view or by using the
direction of a leader line.

ORIENTATION SYMBOLS
Parallel plane
Perpendicular plane
Plane at an angle
Plane includes the datum
Perpendicular to surface
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BS 8888:2020

Intersection plane

Four orientation symbols are used with
the plane and feature indicators.
They are:
An intersection plane is used to
indicate the orientation of line
element tolerances. It is used with
tolerances of straightness, roundness,
line profile and circular runout. In the
figure, the line profile tolerance applies
in each plane perpendicular to datum A.
An orientation plane is used
to define the orientation of a
tolerance zone for a median line or
median point when the tolerance
zone would be ambiguous otherwise.
In the figure, the tolerance zone that
controls the centre of the sphere is
perpendicular to datum D.
A collection plane shall be used
to help clarify when using the
all-around symbol. In the figure, the
surface profile tolerance zone is parallel
to datum F.
Geometric tolerances have a default
direction in which the tolerance is
applied. The direction feature is used
if a non-default direction is required.
In the left-hand figure, the roundness
tolerance applies perpendicular to the
cone surface rather than the default of
perpendicular to the cone axis. In the
right-hand figure, the circular runout
tolerance applies perpendicular to the
cone axis rather than the default of
perpendicular to the cone surface.

Orientation plane

Collection plane
Used with the all-round symbol

1

2

3

Direction feature

www.ied.org.uk
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Virtual reality
Where does a measurement of a modelled part really exist: in 3D computer-aided design, or in a 2D
drawing of that? While design tradition has favoured the latter, the modern approach of model-based
definition is pushing the other way, reports Toby Clark

W

hile CAD has been the
norm for almost all design
and engineering tasks
for the best part of 40
years, many engineers still think in
terms of engineering drawings as twodimensional projections of real-world
objects. Model-based definition (MBD)
aims to replace that mindset with a
truly three-dimensional approach, where
– most importantly – the dimensions
and tolerances of each component are
incorporated in a CAD model.
Model-based definition (MBD) – also
known as digital product definition (DPD)
– is a fundamentally different way of
thinking about engineering design data
than the traditional conventions of threeview projections and detail drawings. This
older approach was exemplified by the
BS308 standard for engineering drawing,
since superseded by BS 8888 (see also
p12-3, and ‘A common line’, p29 ED
November/December 2020).
A useful concept in understanding
MBD is geometric dimensioning and

tolerancing (GD&T). This is a consistent
technique for defining the exact physical
form of a component, including tolerance
information and a datum reference frame
(DRF). It was initially developed in the
1940s – long before CAD systems existed
– and has been refined ever since. It is
described and defined in standards such
as ISO 129-1:2019 and ASME Y14.5,
and the latest (2020) revision of BS 8888
is in line with the ISO standard.
The term ‘source authority model’
is often used to describe the 3D data
represented by the CAD model in terms
of layout, dimensions, tolerances and
any other instructions or ‘semantic
annotations’. This can also be called
product and manufacturing information
(PMI). A drawing can be a ‘downstream
derivative’ of this source authority model,
which may be used to communicate a
limited set of data – the instructions
for manufacturing a single component,
for example. But another US standard
(ASME Y14.47-2019) defines MBD as:
“An annotated model and its associated

data elements that define the product
in a manner that can be used effectively
without a drawing graphic sheet.”
Jennifer Herron, CEO and founder of
Colorado-based training and consultancy
firm Action Engineering, puts it this
way: “We’re trying to grab all the good
information that exists on the drawing
to communicate the design intent, the
manufacturing intent and the inspection
intent, and include that on the source
authority model, so that then the
downstream applications can take
advantage of the geometry and all the
geometric dimensioning and tolerancing
that would be digitally associated with the
features they describe”.

MBD AND MBE AND MBE
A slightly broader concept is modelbased engineering (MBE), which the US
National Defense Industrial Association
has defined as: “An approach to
engineering that uses models as an
integral part of the technical baseline
that includes the requirements, analysis,
design, implementation, and verification
of a capability, system, and/or product
throughout the acquisition life cycle.”
Confusingly, the abbreviation MBE can
also refer to ‘model-based enterprise’ – in
other words, the entire management and
technical infrastructure around a modelbased engineering approach – which is
also known in some circles as ‘Industry
4.0’. But for most organisations, MBD
simply relates to the physical attributes of
the product (and, to a certain extent, the

A component depicted in Solidworks with
geometric dimensioning and tolerancing, with
a PDF of drawings derived from the model
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MODEL-BASED DEFINITION

A detailed drawing, with geometric
dimensioning and tolerances, derived from a
digital model

manufacturing processes that come with
them).
Jennifer Herron is clear that
establishing MBD is not enough on its
own; the whole enterprise needs to adjust
to the new way of working, and this starts
with education and buy-in from the people
involved. She states: “Lots of people try
to just tackle the technology, and they
spend a lot of money implementing the
tools, but they fail to discover what the
users really need in the process.
“It typically starts with one person
saying, ‘This is a really great idea!’ – and
it is a great idea, don’t get me wrong
– and that becomes their perspective
of how the idea should be realised. So
when we do these implementations with
customers, we always start with a crossfunctional team, and that team includes
engineering, manufacturing, quality,
supply chain and IT.”
One of the most interesting aspects of
the move towards MBD is a generational
issue: fewer and fewer engineers and
designers have been brought up with the
traditional background in 2D drafting, and
many are used to constructing digital 3D
models from scratch, often as a route to
3D printing or 3D graphics and games
design. For these users, the idea of a
‘source authority model’ is not a novelty.
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Universities and colleges have not
consistently taught GD&T or MBD
techniques, but a 2019 paper by
researchers from Bournemouth University
(www.is.gd/eporov) had the provocative
title of ‘Model Based Definition: Finally,
the Engineering Drawing Killer?’ The study
involved students designing a gearbox
using GD&T and MBD techniques, and
the results were encouraging: “Students
made fewer basic errors in annotation;
this is not surprising since there is a
single, orientable, view for
annotation and students
can visualise the model
more readily than in
2D”. Moreover, it
added: “By allowing
annotation and
allocation of tolerances
during geometrical
construction, the
thought processes
driving geometry and
the control of fit and
variance are linked;
essentially, the
functional limits and

indication are tied.”
Continues Herron: “There are a lot of
cultural aspects” to MBD and engineering
in general, “and one of the big things is
indeed a generational issue… What we’ve
observed is that you’ll get experienced
engineers who have experienced 3D
CAD over a 30-year growth period, and
that’s a very different perspective from
playing Minecraft every day and not caring
whether it’s a flat orthographic view with
wonky text! So there’s a very different
mindset regarding 3D.”



A parts list and partial
assembly derived from
the digital model above
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Herron recommends a mentoring
system: “You have 20-30 year-olds
that are new to engineering, but they
are not intimidated by their 3D tools
at all.” However, she adds, “they are
intimidated by the amount of experience
their older colleagues have, so blending
them together in a mentor relationship
makes a lot of sense.” While mentoring
is really important, Herron admits that
“that’s not really how most engineering
cultures are – they are very hierarchical”
and that a cultural adjustment is needed.
Nevertheless, she says the mentoring
system works both ways, and that
younger engineers can offer a lot to their
more experienced colleagues: “They know
how to use almost any digital tool you
throw at them.”

Jennifer Herron

TOLERANCING
Engineers brought up in designing
products to be sent directly to a 3D
printer may, in fact, have an excellent
implicit understanding of tolerancing and
fit issues. Herron gives an example: “We
have an intern who’s a high-school senior
[17-18 years old] and he fixed a design
flaw that we didn’t even know we had.
3D printing allows hands-on experience
in an immediate fashion” – more so than
previous generations ever got – “and
it’s definitely a different feedback loop. I
think that our drafting practices are mired

An exploded view of the pump assembly,
annotated with a work instruction for how it is
to be put together
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in the fact that we didn’t have a quick
feedback loop.
“That’s why it’s so tricky to make the
change to MBD, because everybody wants
to make it look like it did with drawing
practices. There are whole steps you can
eliminate, and make it more accurate in
the process.”
Herron says it can take an engineer
used to traditional CAD and drafting
techniques a long time to fully convert to
MBD: “It takes two years for them to learn
on their own how best to annotate models,
configure the tools, and determine the
most rapid release cycle.” The problem
is, she says, that “there is a load of
ceremonies and rituals that we have
acquired when documenting in 2D.”
Herron reckons that to fully grasp
the potential of MBD, “You need
geometric tolerancing. It’s originally a
set of symbology rooted in mathematical
definitions – when we encode it in a
model, and then digitally associate it to
the geometry it represents, we have a
mathematical representation that we can
run simulations on. That is one of the
most important reasons why
you want to do 3D MBD
– you cannot run a
simulation on a 2D
drawing.” She adds
that “Industry 4.0 is
predicated on really good 3D data.
“One of the key benefits we’ve seen

is tolerance analysis. We struggle to get
people to comprehend how important
tolerance analysis is in continuous
improvement and lean manufacturing
processes.”
In tolerance analysis – and more
specifically 3D assembly stack-up analysis
– Herron says, “You can run simulations
on the 3D geometric tolerance annotations
within the context of the entire assembly.”
Then, through an iterative process of
analysing the assembly and adjusting
component tolerances, you can optimise
the fit of the product (for service life,
manufacturing cost or other criteria).
However, she warns that “It’s not really
something people do every day unless they
are doing high-volume production.”
MBD should not be confined to any
particular type or scale of operation, says
Herron, whose own background is in
spacecraft design for Lockheed Martin:
“We have clients from almost every sector,
and every sector is finding benefits.”
One small agricultural manufacturer,
for example, is “keeping things in one
software CAD tool, keeping information
native, and utilising 3D work instructions,
which is something that comes out of MBD
at the assembly level.”
One of the great advantages of an MBD
approach is that you can spend less time
documenting the assemblies: 3D work
instructions, or interactive parts lists,
are generated from component models,
and can provide step-by-step guides on
how to put an assembly together. This is
clearly useful during manufacture, and in
aftersales servicing and repair.
A potential step beyond that would be
virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality
(AR) tools for examining assemblies, but
these are not mature yet. “People are
creating really interesting demonstrations
and testing ideas,” says Herron, “but I
don’t think there’s been a lot of success in
pushing that to production level.”
So is there still a place for the
conventional 2D representation of
drawings? Absolutely, says Herron, and
adds, “we never tell people that we
can eliminate all drawings – because
you will set yourself up for failure.”
Simple components such as washers
are still perfectly well represented in the
traditional way.
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Eco-brick
A new manufacturing process makes load-bearing bricks from aggregate waste

S

ustainable development can
sometimes feel like an exercise
in abstract targets whose realworld benefits may be difficult
to communicate to the public.
However, an invention created by the
winners of this year’s STEM Research
Project of the Year in the Times Higher
Education (THE) awards offers a shining
example of how universities can fuel
change.
After years of research into the
traditional materials used in the
construction industry – which globally
accounts for about 40% of the world’s
CO2 emissions – a team at Scotland’s
Heriot-Watt University came up with a
sustainable alternative to clay bricks.
The K-Briq, 90% of which is made from
building site waste, is said to produce
just a tenth of the CO2 emissions of a
traditional fired brick, has double the
insulation properties and uses less than
a tenth of the energy in manufacture,
which takes a mere two to three minutes,
as opposed to up to 40 hours for its clay
predecessor.
The brick can be used for exterior
finishes, cladding as well as load-bearing
structures. Unlike clay, it does not require
firing but is air-dried; unlike concrete, it
requires no cement. Instead, the brick is
made from recycled concrete, brick and
plasterboard with a binder, pigment and
compressed into shape, according to a
report in Construction Enquirer.
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The company says: “According to
new legislation, at least 70% of all
construction waste will need to be
recycled by 2025. The development of
a sustainable masonry brick will assist
essential waste reduction (in landfill
and production materials) and advance
recycling in Scotland and potentially
worldwide. This exciting new building
material has been born from traditional
methods of earth construction, Scotland’s
desire to reduce waste to landfill
and society’s imperative of reducing
environmental impacts, particularly in the
building sector.”
Conceived from a research project that
began more than a decade ago to explore
sustainable, traditional construction
methods, the team, led by Prof. Gabriela
Medero (pictured below) and Dr Sam
Chapman, set out to update historical
techniques for modern day application.
Medero states: “We set out
to create a building product that
could embed sustainability at
the heart of the construction
industry. Globally, construction
accounts for 39% of the world’s
total CO2 emissions, so tackling
this challenge will have a huge
impact on the sustainability of
the sector as we push towards
net zero targets. This award is
testament to the tireless work
of our interdisciplinary team
of civil, structural, chemical

and mechanical engineers, architects,
chemists and geologists who have
collaborated for more than a decade to
bring K-Briq to market.”
Dr Sam Chapman, managing director
of spin-out company Kenoteq which
produces the K-Briq, adds: “We remain
incredibly grateful for the funding and
support from Zero Waste Scotland,
Scottish Enterprise, Construction Scotland
Innovation Centre, the Royal Academy
of Engineering and Innovate UK which
has allowed us to take the K-Briq to this
point.”
The project has gained worldwide
media attention. Patents have already
been obtained in the US and the UK,
while Kenoteq was said to be looking at a
production volume of three million K-Briqs
a year by the end of 2020. It also will play
a visible role in a flagship construction
project this year – the bricks will be used
in the building of the new Serpentine
Pavilion in London.
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Recycling goes

Originally inspired by a project while a student in three-dimensional
design at the University of Brighton, designer Anna Bullus aims to
create a circular economy based around chewing gum

L

ocal councils, colleges and
large companies with a
corporate social responsibility
budget sign up to a service
contract that includes recycled
plastic chewing gum receptacles
that they mount to street furniture,
helping reduce gum spatters on the
pavement. Once filled, the entire
package is removed and replaced with
an empty container.
Meanwhile, the full container is
recycled, bin and all, to be made
into an industrial-grade polymer from
which more Gumdrops are made.
Bullus launched the brand in
2010 after working with London
Metropolitan University for three
years to develop the material, which
she calls Gum-tec. It is in fact a
number of compounds, ranging
from hard and soft-touch versions,
all of which are said to be suitable
for injection and blow-moulding.
Here she speaks about how
she designed an entire circular
economy.
Engineering Designer (ED):
Can we talk about the colour,
and its strategic importance? I’m
reminded of Fight Club.
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Anna Bullus (AB): “I suppose we are
a kind of fight club! A club fighting to
make our environment a better place.
Starting with the fight on gum litter. The
idea for the pink was really two-fold.
First, it was a no-brainer, as it was the
first colour of bubble gum and I think is
the colour that everyone associates with
blowing their first bubble. Second, we
needed a colour that was going to stand
out amongst drab street furniture; a
colour that would draw people in to find
out more.”
ED: What are the links between the
design and the idea and the process?
It seems like these are all mixed up
together.
AB: “They are all interlinked, however
the main driver is the closed-loop
process for which the whole product
is based upon. The idea was simple:
how can I design a container to collect
gum that could then be recycled in its
entirety to make new containers. The
Gumdrop bin design and shape is a nod
to the memories of blowing your first
bubble. I wanted it to have meaning and
a place within the story it was telling.
Today we can recycle one full Gumdrop
and manufacture three new Gumdrops.”
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INTERVIEW

ED: How many are collection bins are
out there?
AB: “We have over 800 locations
across the UK, which is growing every
day. We have also started a number
of trials in several other European
countries and further afield like
New Zealand. Our aim is to expand
considerably over the next three to five
years.”

ED: What have you found about the
value of the product that you collect.
How pure is it? How homogeneous is it?
AB: “The gum litter that we collect
comes in all sorts of different forms,
from half-chewed to mixed in with a load
of other litter. Luckily it goes through a
clever sorting process so that we are
able to extract the gum and the Gumdrop
Bin, separate from the other litter
streams. It is this that we use for the
manufacture of the new Gumdrops.”
ED: What else can it be used for?
I’ve heard latex rubber is the basis of
chewing gum. Is that of value?
AB: “We are learning more and more as
we go! It is a fairly versatile material.
Gum uses mostly polyisobutytlene,
a form of rubber. This is used widely
across many different applications,
including bicycle wheels. To date we have
made a number of different products. Our
most popular is the Gum-tec Americano
Mug. We have also made Wellington
boots and trainers.”
ED: Do you have any idea of how much
chewing gum is sold in this country?
AB: “I think around 935 million packs of
gum are chewed every year in the UK.”
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ED: Please would you explain the
service. How does collection work?
AB: “We work closely with all our
partners. For example if we are working
with a council, we may work closely
with their street cleaning team in order
to maintain the Gumdrop bins. The
collection service will work slightly
differently depending on what type of
partner it is and what their in-house
infrastructure is when it comes to
cleaning and maintenance of street
furniture. Another example would be
schools, colleges and universities. In a
lot of cases, we will work with student
unions or the sustainable teams within
schools.”

ED: What is the state of your
promotional products and the
gumshoe?
AB: “The Gumshoe was a one-off
project to test the market. It was a lot
of fun putting this project together.
However, we only did a limited edition
run of 500 pairs and sold out in a
number of weeks! We do have plans for
footwear which I am extremely excited
about.
Our promotional products is one
area that we will be focusing on over
the next 18 months. We will be adding
to the collection and also looking to
go into retail with them. Currently they
are only available in large quantities
and are only really offered out to our
partners to complement the story they
are telling with the Gumdrop bins.
Finally, we have some really exciting
projects in the pipeline: all consumer
goods that are aimed to make the
consumer think and make more concise
choices when it comes to material
objects, enhancing our closed-loop
process and in turn highlighting the
problem of gum litter. Watch this
space!”

ED: Part of the Gumdrop website
(www.gumdropltd.com) includes
information about your i3 design
process. What is this all about?
AB: “This is the consultancy
side to the business. As
we started to work with
a lot of our partners
we were often asked
to advise on other
challenging waste
streams they had
to deal with, as
well as the ESG
[environmental,
social and
governance] targets
that they had to
meet. Initially, to our
surprise, we found
that we were able to
provide sound advice,
as well as come up with
other innovative ideas of
how to meet these challenges
at the same time as contributing
to ESG.”
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Moving

HEAVEN&EARTH
A project to rebuild a section of canal lost to motorway construction in the 1960s is celebrating
completion of its first major project, a section navigating through a roundabout in November 2020,
as well as winning £8.9m in heritage lottery funding in the autumn. As it gears up for the principal
excavation phase in spring, design has helped it navigate the many types of obstacles – physical,
regulatory and legal – standing in the way of construction

T

he Cotswolds town of Stroud,
Gloucestershire has a proud
industrial heritage stretching back
hundreds of years, and can claim
the invention of the monkey wrench and
the modern lawnmower, as well as being
a big centre for the production of woolen
goods. Situated on the banks of the river
Frome, a few miles east of the Severn
Estuary, it benefited from artificial canals to
move manufactured goods.
But in the 20th century, the Stroudwater
Navigation canal was abandoned, not long
before the country’s motorway networks
began construction. When the M5 was
built, part of the canal was filled in for a
vital feed-in roundabout.
Since then, some sections of the
canal have continued their slow decline of
overgrowth and silting up. Meanwhile, local
and national groups have taken a greater
interest the canal network, partly because
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of the rising popularity of narrowboat
cruising for leisure.
In autumn, the Cotswold Canals
Connected project to restore four miles of
canal won £8.9 million in Heritage Lottery
Funding (which has been match-funded
through fundraising and volunteer work).
This new section, which on one end joins
to the canal that travels through the centre
of Stroud and Stonehouse, which are
currently landlocked, will connect them
once again to the inland waterway network.
After Stroud’s downtown canal
waterfront was redeveloped, surveys found
that 125,000 people a year use the canal
and towpaths for leisure and commuting
purposes. Says canal engineering manager
Glenn Dooley, who is employed by project
partner Stroud District Council: “A lot of
the reasons why we were successful in
that funding was because it was able to
demonstrate health and well-being benefits

and community engagement. We are reengaging the community.”
That’s because of a loyal and
enthusiastic army of local volunteers (886
are on the register of other project partner,
the Cotswold Canals Trust), many of whom
are retirees, that are willing to take on
labour-intensive work such as restoring
footpaths and dredging the canal channel.
They will undertake much of the
restoration work involved in the Cotswold
Canals Connected project, which is
split into some 40 sub-projects. Over
the project’s four-mile length, the canal
channel remains, and is mostly still in
water, but so silted that it is unnavigable.
Vegetation has encroached (pictured at
right: Stonehouse reeds before clearing).
Beyond the capabilities of even the
most energetic volunteers, the other
element of the project is what is called
the ‘missing mile’; a section of canal
completely destroyed by mid-century
roadworks that must be built anew along a
new path. Most of that work is due to start
this spring, and includes a new crossing
underneath the M5 road bridge, as well as
building two new locks that raise the water
level by 1.5m.
In fact the first part of the missing mile
is now complete and in water, although it
doesn’t go anywhere yet. Thanks to a £4m
grant from Highways England designated
funds, a square channel was dug and
lined with sheet piles straight through a
roundabout on the A38, and then topped
with two new road bridges (pictured above).
Over the next four years, both ends will be
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connected to a newly-excavated channel,
8m wide at its bottom, 1.7m deep.
Most of the channel on the eastern
side of the M5 is in cutting; on the west,
the project will build up the ground to
put a channel through. A major sponsor
has volunteered to carry out all of the
excavation, amounting to a donation of
£1 million. As the ground along the path
is primarily clay, which is impermeable to
water, the new channel won’t be lined,
except for a few gravel sections.

ON ALL SIDES
Because much of the work is carried out
on the floodplain of the river Frome, the
new path is constrained on one hand
by Environment Agency requirements
to protect the river, and on the other by
landowners’ property claims. Along the way,
it will have to dodge underneath a highpressure gas main too expensive to move.
Two new bridges, one road, one rail, will
help increase clearance to make the new
route navigable.
In this new section, at the waterline
the canal will measure as much as 23m
wide, to cater for canal residents. Dooley
explains: “We’ve had lots of water voles to
consider in the missing mile. So the new
canal channel has gently battered reedplanted soft edges.” In fact the project is
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the UK’s first to be certified to the ‘Building
with Nature’ standard promoted by public
body Natural England.
Locks are traditionally made with brick
structures, but Dooley says that this
area is where the project is looking for
innovation – it is considering using precast
concrete Legato blocks, which interlock
like Lego bricks, for the wall structures
(to be later lined with brick). At the lock,
the canal slims down to 5m wide, and its
depth ranges from 3-4m. The lock gates
will need to be large: 2.5m by up to 6m
tall, for flood control.
He adds: “Rather than timber lock
gates, we are considering modular steel
gates. These have the advantage of being
brought in sections, and put together on
site, and then installed in place rather than
having to ship and lift in traditional large
gates. The conservation officer accepted
this possible design and is working with
designers to come up with a solution. It
might be composite; a steel frame but
timber lining within. Certainly where we are
looking to create sills and mitres. If you
have a hard concrete brick edge, to get
steel to sit watertight against it is difficult.
Timber is a flexible and giving material.”
Part of the reason for proposing
composite lock gates is their longevity –
far longer than the 25 years expected of

all-timber ones. Dooley’s role as principal
designer of the project, a statutory role,
requires him to think long-term to comply
with the requirements of CDM regulations.
As for the M5 (pictured left), the canal
team are benefiting from the caution of
the motorway designers, states Dooley:
“Fortunately, they built a river crossing
over the river Frome that has an extremely
wide underbridge for the river.” He plans to
claim back about a third of the 15m arch
for a new concrete channel that will still
provide 2.5m of air draft from the water to
the underside of the bridge.
Due to be opened to navigation in
2024, the project will mark the completion
of the first third of a much larger project to
restore the entire 36-mile canal waterway
that once linked the Severn to the Thames,
which the charity will continue for years to
come.
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Engineering the
world’s fastest tractor
A young team of designers and engineers at JCB managed to set a new Guinness Book World Record
for a modified tractor, called Fastrac 2, driven by none other than motorcycle racer Guy Martin:
an average 135.181mph, with peak speed at 153.771mph

J

CB markets a brand of fast tractors
called Fastrac that can travel up to
43mph. While at that speed even
a large field will whip by, it was still
not fast enough for JCB Chairman Lord
Bamford HonFIED, who had always wanted
to attempt a world record, according to
project manager Alex Skittery. (In fact,
modified JCB engines were used in the
fastest diesel-powered land vehicle,
Dieselmax, which achieved speeds of
more than 350mph in 2006.) But further
impetus came from TV show Top Gear,
whose jerry-rigged tractor-truck reached
a speed of 90mph on an episode aired
in 2019. Skittery adds: “We saw their
attempt, and thought that we could
probably do better than that.”
There were two ground rules. First,
the primacy of operational safety –
safeguarding the driver during the attempt,
and engineers during testing. Second was
making sure that it didn’t transform into
something unrecognisable as a tractor.
Part of that was maximizing the number
of standard components; more than half
of the parts used on the test vehicle were
standard tractor or excavator parts.
The record attempt required two
passes in opposite directions along a
long, flat runway. The top speed would
be taken as the average over the middle
kilometre. The longest track the team
could find was at the Elvington Airfield in
York.
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From that, the team ran multiple
simulations to generate starting targets of
vehicle weight, power, drag, gear ratios.
That work suggested reducing weight
from 8.5t to 5t to ease acceleration,
improve the aerodynamics, and increase
engine output to more than 1,000hp (the
standard diesel engine produces 240hp).
Chassis weight was reduced by
removing every non-essential structural
part – such as the tow hitch – and then
running the design through topologyoptimisation software and finite element
analysis (FEA). The ‘weird and wonderful’
shapes output were reinterpreted in sheet
steel for buildability, and then that model
was optimised again.

UNFAMILIAR GROUND
Aerodynamic drag is not significant for
most tractors; the main resistive element
at standard operating speeds is rolling
resistance. But of course this would not
be a typical situation. The team turned
to motor racing group Williams Advanced
Engineering, which applied computational
fluid dynamics techniques, which Skittery
described as a virtual wind tunnel,
to understand how the machine was
disrupting airflow.
To help the JCB team better understand
the results, Williams and JCB developed
an immersive virtual reality 3D model of
the airflow that included airstream bars
that were colour-coded to indicate their
effect on drag.
As a result of this work, the team
reduced the frontal area, making the cab
400mm lower, 300mm narrower, and
adding a front splitter- a kind of pointy
front bumper – changed the roof design,
added fins to the rear of the roof, and
other tweaks.

Of the driveline, one of the most
difficult areas was the tyres, which
had to be safe and stable at 150mph.
Collaboration with supplier BKT Tires
involved modifying a standard tractor tyre
shape, by adding more natural rubber for
better grip, and by adding two steel belts
to stop the tyre deforming at such high
speeds. Test rig measurements found that
it gains 20mm of diameter at 150mph.
The team also shaved the treads to
reduce outer edge forces and movement
due to tyre hysteresis (flexing).
At a rig in Germany that normally tests
aeroplane tyres, the team simulated the
record run and also tested the tyres
in even more extreme
duty. Skittery picks
up the story: “We
did find that limit,
as well as the failure
mode. In fact,
before failure the
tyre started
to vibrate
excessively
before
it went
bang, so
we could
instrument that
on the machine.
We had live vibration, temperature
and air pressure monitoring, so if anything
got to the ceiling limits, it would tell the
driver.”
Axles used were standard, but altered;
centre differentials were locked up to
prevent excessive wheelspin off the line.
Moving up the crankshaft, a six-speed
manual transmission was chosen for
weight and simplicity. Although the driver
would only get to fifth gear in the run
www.ied.org.uk
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(a 1:1 ratio, incidentally), there the box
offered a 99%-plus mechanical efficiency.
Switching between gears was a
heavy-duty eight-plate wet tractor clutch,
which ironically offered the heavy duty
required, although in a completely different
operational context. “This duty is asking
a lot; it has to handle a really high torque
capacity, and we need to slip it to get it
going from standstill,” says the project
manager.
Last but probably most was the engine;
not from a tractor but a standard JCB
672 7.2-litre diesel. Block, head, pistons,
crankshaft, rockers, rocker shafts, water
pump, oil pump and fuel lines was all
standard. (Actually the pistons were
specially machined to have an open bowl
design to reduce the compression ratio.)
To quadruple the power output, the
team modified the engine to, simply put,

squirt in more fuel and blow in more air.
A larger fuel pump and larger injectors
provided 2.7L of red diesel per minute at
2,500bar. On a test run, that reduced the
tractor’s fuel efficiency by seven times.
Three modifications provided the
extra air. First was a larger turbocharger,
www.ied.org.uk

offering five bar boost pressure of 1,000l/
sec once the engine was running quickly,
but at slow speeds it suffered from turbo
lag. To reduce that, a Federal Mogul
COBRA electronic supercharger was fitted;
running at 24V and powered by lithium-ion
rechargeable batteries, this could spin up
from standstill to 50,000 rpm in less than
a second, and fed air into the turbocharger
at engine revs below 2,000rpm. Pressure
sensors worked out when the turbo was
breathing more air than the supercharger,
and then switched it off.
As that did not remove all of the lag,
the team added another system on top:
an air pulse system that injects 20 bar of
air into the exhaust manifold from a scuba
compressed air tank mounted on the back
of the vehicle. This provided a five-second
boost when setting off from the line
and during each gear change. Every run
consumed an entire tank.
Of course, all of this
fuel and air raised
temperatures inside
the engine. “There
was a fine balance
between hot and cold”,
he observes. The
team devised various
preheating strategies
to keep the cylinders
warm to reduce

cylinder pressures
when air is being pumped in. “At
the same time we wanted the air inlet to
be nice and cold when it was running.”
Cooling systems included a water-charged
air cooler that treated turbocharged air.
As the water radiator didn’t carry sufficient
heat capacity under those conditions, it
was supplemented by a 60-litre water tank
mounted at the front of the machine that
was filled with 25kg of ice – which melted

in a single run. “We
had quite a few trips to Tesco clearing
out its freezers to keep our stocks up.”
In addition, as there wasn’t enough
space on the front of the vehicle for
the oil and water radiators (where they
would normally be in the standard tractor
configuration), they were moved to either
side of the chassis, between the wheels,
and cooled only by ram air.
“It was a really important part of the
design process of the bodywork to funnel
and channel the air into those radiators.
There was a lot of CFD analysis to
optimise that.” Water was also injected
into the air intake, and cold oil washed at
the bottom of the cylinders.
Although much of the work on the
project was one-off engineering, Skittery
says that after the project, the entire
team was moved on to develop the
next generation of tractor. And he says
that there are a number of transferable
learnings. “A lot of this work was about
optimising the machine: make it lighter,
the tyres more efficient and reduce rolling
resistance. A lot of that will be carried
forward to the next generation. Fuel is not
getting cheaper; farms are not making
more money. The price of wheat remains
stagnant. So ways to maximise inputs into
farming systems come down to machine
design.”
Alan Tolley, former director, JCB engine
programmes, reinforces that point. “From
an engine point of view, the traditional
view is that racing improves the breed.
It does give a reference in terms of the
capability of the base engine.”

FURTHER INFORMATION
This article is based on a presentation given as
the annual lecture of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers’ Powertrain Systems and Fuels Group on
10 November; see www.is.gd/ihumel
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Three men
A behind-the-scenes video series aims to get to the heart of engineering
design, one stumbling block at a time

S

ix years ago, a team
led by RS Components’
Peter Wood sent a
superman figure, held in a
transparent capsule and attached to a
weather balloon, to the edge of space,
at which point he ‘flew’ back to earth,
filmed the whole way (www.is.gd/xusijo).
The project garnered huge success and in
truth only took two weekends.
For its next feat, Wood, who manages
on the engineering supplier’s engineering
design community platform DesignSpark,
was aiming to go one better. “Why don’t
we go and do something that’s equally
as cool, maybe something bigger, and
share that experience,” he recalls in a
telephone call in early November. “I knew
that on Youtube there’s an appetite for
this kind of content, which is fun, but you
can see that engineering can be really
challenging and solve problems and
create applications.”
“We’re all big kids; let’s make a model
boat and sail it across the channel. That
was the original plan.”
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Where they end up, and
their trials and tribulations
along the way of the yearlong project, were captured
by RS Components’ in-house
videographers and published in a 10-part
Youtube video series that reached its end
in early December (www.is.gd/amedap).
Although originally filmed in 2018 and
2019, internal problems and COVID-19
delayed the launch.
‘Team SeaQuest’ consists mainly of
Wood and former Superman collaborators
technical architect Gary Fletcher, retired
engineer Richard Ibbotson plus 3D
printing consultant Alex Gibson, a friend
from the maker community.
Iterations of the torpedo-shaped boat
design, whose form was chosen to try
to cut through waves, were made using
additive manufacturing, which Wood calls
‘such a versatile, amazing technology.’ He
expands on that opinion: “3D printing for
rapid prototyping is a fantastic tool that
saves loads of time compared to injection
moulding...And it is relatively cheap for
the filament. So if you make a mistake,
you can recycle it and start again,
because of our experience with using
CAD designs. In the second episode,
you see Gary spinning around the CAD
model that he had made; we can very
quickly make changes.”
He continues: “I wanted to 3D-print
as much as possible. What bringing
in a component [such as a propeller]

didn’t allow us to do is change the pitch
or its size. That’s when we decided to 3D
print it, from CAD, for testing. And you
can see in one video that there’s a tub of
water and we test the boats in there to
see the power. That allowed us to tweak
the propeller design to what we want.
Off-the-shelf might have worked better,
though.”
The tub he refers to was pitched
outside the Reading hackspace, a
community making space near the homes
of both Wood and his collaborators. They
quickly outgrow that, moving to Imperial
College London’s west London hackspace
as their main making base, eventually
relying on its banks of Ultimaker S5 3D
printers. Then those designs are taken on
testing forays to the lakes of
nearby Beale Park, and
then farther afield:
the Essex coast
for sea trials, and
beyond.
Looking back,
Wood admits:
“The challenge was
much bigger than we
anticipated. We thought, ‘Print
a
boat; put the electronics in; job done’.
But there were all kinds of problems.”
Those included the radio, the automation
software, batteries. He continues: “We
ran into all kinds of issues with water,
overheating, navigation and buoyancy;
getting it to ballast properly. Sending
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& a boat
Superman to space was much easier than
building a boat.”
Still, fires and components falling off
are celebrated in the videos more often
than not with raucous laughter; it’s all part
of the design-build-test process. Capturing
this spirit, one video closes with an onscreen text that reads: ‘Sail with us next
time as we have to redesign everything.’
Wood refers to himself as the ‘fixer’
in the group as opposed to the more
technical team members who supplied the
engineering knowledge. He connected with
the Mid-Thames Model Boat Club, who
offered invaluable practical advice about
boat shape and batteries. “I was the one
talking to the Coast Guard, getting us in
to places,” he recalls – including defence
contractor Qinetiq’s huge (nine million
gallon) indoor model proving pool. Wood
says that using that facility was suggested
by a couple of Qinetiq employees who
he met while on tour with another friend
and wacky engineer, jet pack inventor
Richard Browning. But getting access
to that private and highly-secure facility
was won through a sales colleague at
RS Components, who knew of some
customers employed there.
What is clear from the videos is
that Wood is the project’s motor.
Although not an engineer (he received a
marketing degree at university), he is a
self-described geek who made his own
computers. His career has been spent in
the electronics industry in sales, product
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management and application support.
“When I joined RS 10 years ago, I started
to get deeper into it, bought a Raspberry
Pi and went back into coding. I
had coded 30 years before in
the 80s with a Commodore
64 – my first computer –
and then got into Arduino
and getting my hands
dirty.”
His passion for the craft
of engineering shows through.
He is also an evangelist for the
maker and hacker community, many of
whom have day jobs in engineering. Maker
spaces came out from underground with
the launch of the Raspberry Pi, he says;
electronics making and hacking have
become easily-accessible hobbies; boards
are cheap and kids are into coding.
“I‘ve been to many hacker spaces,
and some are grander than others,” Wood
quips, but points out that some of the
more advanced are practically technology
incubators or professional fabrication
laboratories. (In 2018, RS Components
and DesignSpark worked with Barclays
Eagle Labs to develop maker spaces
in former Barclays high street bank
locations). Grand or not, hacker spaces
remain “very cool places”, he adds.
Looking forward, Wood says: “Now I
want to do another big project. I’ve got
another idea that I’m ready to do as soon
as possible. If we could do one every
year, that’d be fantastic.”

ANOTHER AUTOMATON LAUNCH
In September, ocean research non-profit
ProMare and IBM completed and launched
the Mayflower Autonomous Ship
(MAS) – an AI and solar powered
marine research vessel which will
traverse oceans gathering vital
environmental data.
MAS features an AI Captain built
by ProMare and IBM developers
which gives MAS the ability to sense,
think and make decisions at sea with no
human captain or onboard crew. The new class
of marine AI is underpinned by IBM’s latest
advanced edge computing systems, automation
software, computer vision technology and Red
Hat Open Source software.
“Able to scan the horizon for possible
hazards, make informed decisions and change
its course based on a fusion of live data, the
Mayflower Autonomous Ship has more in
common with a modern bank than its 17th
century namesake,” said Andy Stanford-Clark,
chief technology officer, IBM UK & Ireland.
“With its ability to keep running in the face of
the most challenging conditions, this small
ship is a microcosm for every aspiring 21st
century business.”
MAS will spend six months in sea trials
and undertake various research missions and
voyages before attempting to cross the Atlantic
in spring 2021.
The vessel features a trimaran design and
measures 15m long, 6.2m wide, weighs five
tonnes and has maximum speed of 10 knots.
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The art of
trade mark law
Laura Steel, solicitor in the commercial team, asks: how can you claim that a truly original idea
was yours, if you don’t have a face or a name? That’s a question the European Union Intellectual
Property Office (EUIPO) found itself dealing with when one of Banksy’s trade marks was
challenged by a greeting card company called Full Colour Black

B

anksy’s famous image of a
protester throwing a bouquet of
flowers is as iconic as it has been
problematic of late. Many artists normally
rely on copyright to protect their creative
output. Copyright protects original literary,
dramatic, musical and artistic works,
sound recordings, films, broadcasts etc.
and arises automatically on creation of the
relevant work (subject to the requirement
for originality for some works). This means
there is no need to register your copyright.
Copyright protection generally lasts for the
life of the author plus 70 years.
However, unlike other artists, Banksy’s
reputation is based as much on his fabled
anonymity as his artwork. He cannot
litigate on the basis of copyright because
he would have to identify himself in the
court documents: anonymity is not an
option. Therefore, only one option was left:
Banksy was forced to register trade marks
to protect his rights.
A trade mark is any sign (for example,
words, logos, pictures or a combination
of these) which can distinguish the goods
and services of one trader from those of
another. Trade mark registration gives
the owner the exclusive right to use the
registered trade mark on those goods
or services – in this case, cards, printed
materials, and so on – for which the
trade mark is registered. Trade marks are
renewable every ten years on payment of
renewal fees, with no maximum time limit.
Here are some other limitations of
trademarks:
● You are restricted in what you can
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actually register as a trade mark
(for example, you cannot register a
national flag as a trade mark)
● You are limited by geography: a
trademark registered in the United
States will only be enforceable in the
United States
● If you are not careful in your
use and enforcement of your trade
marks, they can become generic, and
then no longer perform their function,
differentiating between different
traders’ goods or services. A famous
example of a generic trade mark is
Hoover
● You must use and maintain them
and pay renewal fees to keep them
active.
The frequency of use required
to meet the last ‘use it or lose
it’ criterion is difficult to define,
as courts have refused to set an
exact rule for this. As trade mark
law applies to so many different
industries, goods and services, it
would be very difficult to implement a
one-size-fits-all approach. Another reason
might be that if there were a strict rule, it
could be easy for big companies to apply
for lots of trademarks and do the bare
minimum to keep them active. This might
shut out smaller businesses that might
not have the financial resources to do the
same.
In any case, use in this context must
be genuine commercial use and not just
token use. The amount of use will depend
upon the nature of the relevant goods or

services. For instance, the sale of two
or three crates of beer over a five-year
period would probably not be considered
sufficient, but the sale of two or three
planes might be.
This was the issue that Banksy came
up against. Until 2019, he wasn’t using
his registered trademarks for the classes
of goods that they were in place to
protect. When he got wind of the pending
litigation, he opened a shop called Gross
Domestic Product (www.is.gd/falefi), which
sold impractical homeware versions of
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his work. Whilst not a “poetic” reason
to make art, in Banksy’s words, it was a
necessary endeavour to attempt to protect
the position.
Unfortunately, it was patently
obvious that Banksy was engaging in
‘malicious compliance’ to meet the legal
requirements. This is the practice of
following directions, for example, in a
completely literal way (despite knowing
that the outcome will not be what was
initially intended). It is like those exam

answers where you are asked to “Find
X” and someone circles the letter on the
trigonometry diagram and writes “here it
is,” instead of doing the maths. Literally
speaking, they have located the variable
on the page, but that wasn’t the point of
the exercise. The courts generally dislike it
when people do things in bad faith with the
aim of circumventing the law.
Banksy tried to do the bare minimum
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and in the process showed what has been
described as his ‘disdain for intellectual
property rights’. The shop, based in a
disused carpet store, never opened its
doors. All sales were online, and it was
made clear in public statements from
Banksy’s team that his sole aim was to
meet the criteria.
However, Banksy’s tick-box approach to
trademarks did not wash with the EUIPO:
it cancelled his trademark and commented
that his tactics were ‘inconsistent with
honest practices’.
The panel stated

another factor worthy of consideration
is that he cannot be identified as the
unquestionable owner of such works as
his identity is hidden; it further cannot
be established without question that the
artist holds any copyrights to a graffiti.”
Full Colour Black’s legal team also
made the following comments: “The fact
that Banksy (and his lawyer) came out
in the press to say the pop-up shop was
intended to allow him to create items to
fulfil the need to prove trademark use
shot him in the foot. It underlines that you
need to be very careful about what you

that: “his intention
was not to use the
mark as a trademark
to commercialise
goods ... but only to
circumnavigate the
law.”
It added the
artist’s entire
approach to the
subject weakened
his claims of
breach of trade
mark: “Banksy has
chosen to remain
anonymous and, for
the most part, to paint graffiti on other
people’s property without their permission
rather than to paint it on canvases or
his own property. He has also chosen
to be very vocal regarding his disdain
for intellectual property rights, although
clearly his aversion for intellectual
property rights does not annul any validly
acquired rights to copyright or trade
marks. It must be pointed out that

say to the press – without the statement,
it would have been mere conjecture that
he would never use the mark and had no
intent to; having him admit it was the final
nail in the coffin.”
It is ironic that the advice Banksy
thought would benefit him was his undoing
in this case. Perhaps even more ironically,
Banksy’s famous comment that ‘copyright
is for losers’ has come back to haunt him.
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The benefits of

coaching & mentoring
Dr David Maffin CEng FIED discusses the importance of career planning in a dynamic employment
environment and the increasing relevance of coaching and mentoring

T

he traditional professional
engineering and product design
career is characterised by a
ladder of progression from
education into early-career development,
to professional qualification to senior
discipline and/or managerial roles. But
that is now changing.
For many years there has been
an upward trend in the number of
employments over a career, due to
changing economic and business
environments. Flatter organisational
structures limit opportunities for vertical
promotion. Expectations for employment
have changed. Many early-career
professionals seek opportunities to
gain varied experience. Employers want
individuals who are flexible and resilient
in roles and adaptable to change.
Consequently, there is more emphasis on
providing opportunities for in-role growth
and professional fulfilment.
Industries and businesses are
continually evolving. Studies to forecast
future work and careers identify the

THE BENEFITS OF COACHING
AND MENTORING
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Faster progress
Constructive feedback and support
Clear goals and plans
Increased motivation and commitment
Develop the skill of self-coaching
Enhanced self-awareness
New perspectives and knowledge
New skills and behaviour
Considered work-life balance
Increased confidence
Improved performance
Improved relationships and well-being

increasing influence of online working
and the creation of a ‘virtual’ workforce.
Also, artificial intelligence and robotics
are projected to eliminate or change
many roles, including professional roles.
This adds up to an accelerating change
in the knowledge, skills and capabilities
needed by employers. Understanding
and continually adapting to these
changes, gaining the necessary skills
and experience to remain
employable, is a new norm
referred to as ‘career
resilience’.
The changing
environment of
work has led to
the concept of a
‘squiggly career’ by
Helen Tupper and
Sarah Ellis in their
book of the same name.
People explore future
possibilities, experiment with
side projects, move more fluidly and
frequently between roles, industries, and
even pivot in their careers. An individual’s
career may be squiggly, a ladder or
something in between, depending on his
or her profession, industry and personal
standpoint.

IT’S YOUR CAREER
If you are self-employed, a contractor or
interim, career management and personal
development is your responsibility. It is
somewhat different for staff employees.
Employers have an interest in the
performance of employees and typically
support employees’ needs for training
and development, but the employee is
ultimately responsible for their career.

The professional engineer’s career is
a journey. Within each stage there are
predictable points of reflection, options
available and decisions to be made.
During secondary education, interests
develop and choices are made on
subjects studied. Preferences for career
and decisions on courses, colleges/
university are made. Students at this
time move ahead with some flexibility
in career options, but it
is worth considering
that in engineering
professions choosing
the appropriate
accredited course
is an important
consideration
in becoming
a professional
engineering or
product designer.
College or university
graduates face opportunities
and challenges, and important
decisions have to be made. For example,
should one opt for higher-level studies or
employment in engineering and product
design or in another profession?
The primary aim during the early career
is an organisation and a role which will
provide foundational development and
experience. Thereafter, workers seek
opportunities to gain experience and a
work portfolio needed to progress and gain
professional registration.
Typical mid-career motivations include
a desire to gain greater depth or breadth
of experience, promotion to a more senior
role, moving to a managerial role, or a
continuing contentment with the current
position. Self-employment (consulting,
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CAREERS ADVICE

COACHING AND MENTORING
Throughout any career, circumstances
and needs evolve. There are extensive
resources available to inform and help
in making decisions on every aspect of
professional life. Many professionals
are likely to navigate that journey with
help from family and their social and
professional network.
Figuring out what to do next can be
difficult and confusing; possibly a person
will flounder, or just muddle through.
Referring to a coach or mentor with specific
skills and expertise to support career
planning and continuing professional
development has many benefits.
Coaching and mentoring was adopted
and promoted in the business literature
during the 1990s. For example, Sir John
Whitmore’s pioneering of coaching in
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the workplace, co-development of the
GROW model, and first publication of
Coaching for Performance was in 1992
(the latest edition was published by
Nicholas Brealey in 2017).
Coaching and mentoring are terms
that are often used interchangeably.
While they may share some
similarities, their purpose and
approach are different. Coaching
seeks to help a person find their
own solutions to problems. It is a
structured process, may use profiling
tools (for example, strengths
assessment, 360° feedback) and
focuses on short-term goals in
specific areas for development.
The relationship between coach
and coachee is formal. The coach
is non-directive in listening to
understand, summarising, asking
questions to raise awareness.
On the other hand, mentoring
seeks to offer support to help solve
problems. It may incorporate some of the
reflective approaches of coaching, but it is
an informal process, focused on guidance
and advice for professional and personal
success. The relationship between mentor
and mentee is informal. The mentor can
be more directive in sharing experience,
making suggestions and giving feedback.
By implication, a mentor will have valuable
knowledge and experience relevant to the
mentee’s purpose.
Places to look for a coach or
mentor include a worker’s personal
and professional network; professional
institutions (in particular, IED mentors
candidates for professional registration
including EngTech/IEng/CEng/CTPD);
employers or professional consultants.
The latter offer different types including
life coaching, career coaching, workplace
coaching, and team coaching.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
I have had first-hand experience of being
coached and mentored. At a pivotal time
in my career I was supported by a qualified
coach within my company’s learning and
development team to review life and work
goals. This reinforced my understanding
of myself, highlighted my enthusiasm for
learning and improvement, and discovered
a complementary aptitude for improving

people, processes and systems. Out of
this came a plan to design a broader role.
I went on to train as a coach and mentor.
This benefited me as a manager in
supporting the development of my teams.
Within a formal company scheme, and
on an ad-hoc basis, I have coached and
mentored engineers, project managers and
other professionals to manage their career
and personal development challenges.
I wholeheartedly believe that coaching
and mentoring is a valuable approach in
today’s challenging business environment.
It is gaining even more relevance
as organisations strive to maximise
performance of individuals and teams by
harnessing inclusion and diversity.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
● Where you are in your career journey
and what are your aspirations and goals?
● What challenges and opportunities
do you see?
● What are the options available to you?
● What steps do you need to take?
● Which of the many available resources
could you access?
● Who can help you to consider these
questions?

Jason Stitt /stock.adobe.com

contracting and interim) is now more
prevalent. A growing area is the portfolio
career, encompassing several areas of
work and professional interest. Wider
engagement professionally, developing
an active network, participating in
industry organisations, standards bodies
and professional institutions are other
opportunities.
It is quite interesting that what can
be seen as simply the transition to
retirement is a period characterised by a
wide range of possibilities depending on
individual circumstances and purpose.
Mid–career options can equally apply.
Many professionals continue to work
later in life while others reduce or taper
their work. Developing other interests and
volunteering are common options.
Having a career development plan and
active continuing professional development
(CPD) is an essential part of professional
life. Indeed, IED promotes and supports
this expectation to its members.
At any time during the career journey
there will be emergent developments (for
example, changes to industry and impacts
on employment prospects, working
practices and new technologies). Life
events may occur – planned or otherwise.
The 2009 financial crisis and the COVID19 pandemic illustrate how employment
and job vacancies can suddenly change.
Reflection, reframing and revision of career
plans are required.
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Selected and edited published applications from recent
editions of the patent journal. This issue is category H: electricity
Psychoacoustics for improved
audio reproduction, power
reduction, and speaker protection

GB2584223

Ziad Hatab, Jie Su, Kaichow Lau
Cirrus Logic International Semiconductor

Dielectric resonator antenna
having first and second dielectric
portions

GB 2584566

Roshin Rose George, Kristi Pance
Rogers Corp
While existing dielectric resonator antenna
(DRA) resonators and arrays may be suitable
for their intended purpose, the art of DRAs
would be advanced with an improved DRA
structure for building a high gain DRA system
with high directionality in the far field that
can overcome existing drawbacks, such as
limited bandwidth, limited efficiency, limited
gain, limited directionality, or complex
fabrication methods.
The present disclosure relates to a DRA
system having first and second dielectric
portions for enhancing the gain, return loss
and isolation associated with a plurality of
dielectric structures within the DRA system.
One embodiment features a first
dielectric portion, FDP, configured to radiate
a defined far field radiation pattern; and a
near-field second dielectric portion, SDP,
configured to modify the far field radiation
pattern as compared to another of the
dielectric structure having the FDP but
lacking the SDP.
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Generally speaking, an audio speaker
is an electro-acoustic transducer that
produces sound in response to an electrical
audio signal input. Given its nature as a
mechanical device, an audio speaker may
be subject to damage caused by operation
of the speaker, including overheating
and/or over-excursion, in which physical
components of the speaker are displaced
too far a distance from a resting position.
To prevent such damage from happening,
speaker systems often include control
systems capable of controlling audio gain,
audio bandwidth, and/or other components
of an audio signal to be communicated to
an audio speaker.
A method for processing audio data
for output to a transducer may include
receiving an audio signal, filtering the

audio signal with a fixed filter having fixed
coefficients to generate a filtered audio
signal, and outputting the filtered audio
signal to the transducer. The fixed filter
coefficients of the fixed filter may be tuned
by using a psychoacoustic model of the
transducer to determine audibility masking
thresholds for a plurality of frequency subbands, allocating compensation coefficients
to the plurality of frequency sub-bands, and
fitting the fixed filter coefficients with the
compensation coefficients allocated to the
plurality of sub-bands.

Apparatus and methods for use in
a resonant converter

GB 2584217

Carlos Toyos Bada, Andrew Skinner
TDK-Lambda UK
Resonant DC-DC converters such as those
based on LLC series circuits are of interest,
not least because of their high efficiencies.
Such converters can be difficult to control.
This is at least partly due to the inherently
non-linear nature of resonant converters
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PATENTS: ELECTRICITY

In Brief
Electrical power generating unit

GB2584238
Catalin Tutunaru
Stanley Motors

This is an electrical power generating and
storage unit generates electricity using
magnetic forces and gravitational forces.
It includes nano-coated coils placed along
the walls of a cylindrical housing around
a centrally-placed sphere containing a
gel compound which is produced by an
electrochemical reaction between metals
and a salt contained in a supersolution.

Temperature-controlled battery
pack
which makes them have a frequencyresponse transfer function that changes
with operating point.
The invention provides apparatus for
facilitating emulated current-mode control
of a resonant converter. It comprises: an
input for a first signal suitable for use in
determining a phase of a resonant current,
wherein the resonant current corresponds
to a current in a resonant network of the
converter; an input for a second signal
suitable for use in determining a target
phase difference between the resonant
current and a driving voltage, wherein the
driving voltage corresponds to a voltage
provided by a switch network of the
converter to the resonant network; one
or more outputs for one or more control
signals for controlling operation of the
switch network; and circuitry configured to:
use the first signal in determining a first
value, wherein the first value is related to
a phase difference between the resonant
current and the driving voltage; use the
second signal in determining a second
value, wherein the second value is related
to the target phase difference; and set
the one or more control signals based at
least in part on a comparison of the first
and second values, wherein the one or
more control signals are for causing the
phase difference to track the target phase
difference.
The apparatus is typically used in
an ‘inner loop’ of a converter, wherein
an ‘outer loop’ senses an output level
of the converter and produces a signal
corresponding to the second signal.
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Boosting battery voltage with
boost converters

GB 2584287

Noah Singer, Steven Ahladas,
Brian Charles Tucker
IBM

This comprises a container with a lid filled
with stacked battery modules, submerged
in a two-phase dielectric liquid. The
stacks create vertical ducts through which
bubbles formed in the dielectric liquid are
forced upwards. The heated liquid cools at
the top of the container and is returned to
a trough at the base of the container via
a condenser. Associated electronics may
also be submerged. The ducts act as heat
exchangers. The process of sub-cooled
flow boiling cools the batteries.

GB 2584235

Mission-critical IT equipment will have a
battery backup system to ensure that the
system always has a source of power,
even during the time between a failure of
mains power and the start of the generator
(typically 30 seconds or less).
Aspects of the invention include coupling
a discharge path of a battery to an input
side of a power converter in a power supply,
wherein the power supply comprises a
rectifier and the power converter. A charge
path of the battery is coupled to an output
side of the power converter and a processor
monitors an output voltage of the power
converter. The processor also monitors
an input voltage of the power converter
and, responsive to the output voltage of
the power converter dropping below a
threshold voltage, the processor enables
the discharge path.

Sanjay Gupta

Rechargeable battery stacks

GB2584548

Yun Seog Lee, Stephen W Bedell, Joel
Pereira De Souza, Devendra Sadana
IBM Corp
There is a need for rechargeable batteries
that have a high-capacity (50 mAh/gm
or greater) and exhibit high performance.
This rechargeable battery stack includes
a cathode current collector that is
composed of a metal stressor material.
A single crystalline cathode material
layer is located on a physically exposed
surface of the cathode current collector.
An electrolyte (solid, liquid or gel) is
located on a physically-exposed surface
of the single crystalline cathode material
layer. An anode is located on a physicallyexposed surface of the electrolyte, and
an anode current collector is located on a
physically-exposed surface of the anode.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Seeing through Rubik’s eyes
The book is not so much an autobiography,
as a story of Erno’s life with the cube, a
story of creativity and the subsequent life of
the cube through the last 50 years. Though
a fairly short book, Cubed explores many
interests from the creation of the cube in
1974 to the Erno’s love of puzzles.
Rubik experienced ‘a great sense of
accomplishment’ with the
birth of the Cube (he calls it
just the ‘Cube’). Strangely, the
book is written as if the Cube
is alive with character and fully
participating in story.
Like most engineers,
designers and architects, Rubik
doesn’t like to write and doesn’t
think he is a writer; however,
his humble voice, passion and
personal story comes through.
When Rubik describes the
events that swept through his
life during the initial craze in the
early eighties it brings back my
memories of the ‘speed-cuber’
kids on Blue Peter solving the
cube in seconds.
In creating the Cube, Rubik
started working on a geometric
three-dimensional problem
using cubes, he didn’t have a
specific goal, no deadline; he
just found experimenting and
playing appealing, by “working
on a problem is a prerequisite
for fostering – or liberating – my
imagination”.
As a teacher in architecture
and design, Rubik understands
the interplay of form and function.
During its inventive journey the
Cube went through many design
iterations – involving rubber
bands, blocks of wood, springs, screws,
experimenting with tolerances and fits in
order to achieve a robust design that felt
natural in the players hands, and thus
creating a “both a static and movable
object”.
Cubed: The Puzzle of Us All, by Erno Rubik
Published by W&N, 208 pp
Book review by Stuart Grant
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Rubik talks about his childhood growing
up in Hungary and his love of drawing,
painting and solving puzzles. When he
graduated as an architect to become a
professor, he started teaching descriptive
geometry which providing the foundation for
the development of the cube.

Rubik’s ‘inner sight’ exercise is a
wonderful expression of the his art and
design mind. Here he asks you to visualise
an object, like a chair or table, and make it
move in space (zoom, rotate and pan), then
he asks you to “become an ant and crawl
over it and under it, examining its every
angle and surface.” For me this captures the
mind of design engineers: before a thing can
visualised on CAD it has to be visualised in
the mind. The Cube exploits this ability of the

mind as the player is only able to
see three sides at most, so that
the player has to concurrently
visualise the other three sides
and how they are moving in order
to see how the whole puzzle is
changing.
Rubik is a strong advocate of
STEM, or STEAM as he proposes
(adding ‘A’ for Art). He writes:
“Design is interdisciplinary
by nature, a design project
is not merely the object, but
the object in use, and quality
can only be measured by the
interaction of the object and
its user – the psychology,
the perception, sometimes
the anatomy, and even the
economics – and the character
of the object, which includes
the materials that are used.
Therefore, it is the coming
together of human content,
technology, science, art, and
creativity that resides at the
very core of design philosophy and should
also be at the centre of design education.”
The book is full of insights into Rubik’s
thinking and his creative process. Although I
would have liked to understand a little more
about Erno’s life and his style of creativity, as
it was a little short on depth, it has definitely
inspired me to tinker, play and create more.
I did have a Rubik’s cube but was never able
to solve it. Last week I went out and bought
a new one to see if I could conquer this
disappointment…I will see.
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Institution News
In Brief...

■ Managing director of foundry Sarginsons,
Anthony Evans, said the company’s
diversification and increased consultancy
activity, partly through design-for-manufacture
capabilities through the Sarginsons Technology
Centre could be the catalyst for growth in
2021. He said: “We took the opportunity
to strengthen our MagmaSoft [die-casting
simulation] modelling capabilities, with online
coaching and the investment of £100,000
in a MagmaStress stress seat and further
MagmaSoft technology. “MagmaStress has
provided a new competitiveness advantage
and is enabling us to communicate live data to
OEMs for stresses and mechanical properties,
as opposed to traditional fixed data inputs.”
■ The addition of silica enhances a tyre
tread’s flexibility and elasticity at lower
temperatures, which gives better traction
and grip. which improves fuel economy and
reduces greenhouse gas emissions. Goodyear
has increased a commitment to source silica
from a sustainable resource, burnt rice husks.
During the rice milling process, the protective
outer shell, or husk, is separated from the rice
grain and discarded. The rice husks are often
burned to generate electricity, leaving behind
a silica-rich byproduct known as rice husk
ash (RHA). Dr. Bob Woloszynek, Goodyear’s
chief engineer for raw materials development
and reinforcement technology, said: “We were
pleased to find that compared to conventional
sand-based silica, the RHA-grade material was
an equivalent replacement in performance.”
The company is now working closely with its
suppliers to further expand the use of RHA
silica and has set a goal to double its use by
2021.
■ Design bureau CRACarlo Ratti Associati
has unveiled what it
calls the world’s first
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fully-compostable marker. Developed
for tech company Scribit, the new
pen addresses the issue of plastic
pollution produced by the global
marker industry. Every component
of Scribit Pen is said to be ecofriendly: the barrel composed of
biodegradable plastic, the nibs
and cartridges made of natural
fibres, and the ink non-toxic
(even edible). Approximately 35
billion plastic markers end up
in landfills annually, an amount that could
cover the island of Manhattan more than 11
times. The pen barrel is available in wood,
bioplastic, and anodized aluminum. Inside
it lies a natural fiber ink cartridge and nib,
components that are replaceable. The pen is
still in development.

■ A survey of the automotive design
engineering sector carried out by Majenta
Solutions has uncovered a systemic
phenomenon termed ‘hidden factories’
responsible for dragging down the industry’s
productivity and profitability. This occurs
when the formal processes between OEMs
and suppliers break down and engineers
revert to informal workflows that sit outside of
approved product lifecycle management (PLM)
processes. The survey revealed that almost
half – some 43% – of all design engineering
workflows between car manufacturers and
suppliers take place outside of approved
channels. The way to close down these ‘hidden
factories’ is for both to become more digitally
integrated, it said.

see the slab track segments
manufactured offsite at a new factory near
Shepton Mallet in Somerset, and fitted with
rails once installed. This type of system –
which is used on several high speed railways
across the world - will reduce maintenance
costs and improve performance in comparison
to traditional ballasted track.
■ The Pal-V Liberty flying car, profiled in ED
September/October 2020, has been approved
for road usage in Europe.
Since 2015 the PAL-V
Liberty design has been
also going through aviation
certification with EASA
(European Aviation Safety
Agency). Finalisation is expected in
2022.
■ Spin, the micromobility unit of Ford Motor
Company, has partnered with communityfocused urban design agency Yes Make and
a southeast London council, to create “The
Arc”, a new community space (also known as
a parklet) at Staplehurst Road, where on-street
parking is currently suspended. As part of
the UK government’s Streetspace for London
initiative, Lewisham Council has introduced
measures to create more space for people to
safely walk or cycle as the city deals with the

■ HS2 has awarded a major contract to
design and manufacture the modular track
system for the UK’s new high speed railway,
to a partnership which includes PORR UK and
Aggregate Industries UK. The £260m deal will
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coronavirus pandemic. As a result, on-street
parking has been suspended in busier areas to
make it easier and safer for people to maintain
social distancing. The Spin Streets programme
has funded a new adaptable outdoor space
to support the local community. The parklet
is built across 9 car-parking spaces and on
a 22m by 5m platform, making it the largest
in London and the only one with a cover.
The space more than doubles the pavement
width and creates an open sided shelter that
can be used for everything from coordinating
community support efforts through to outdoor
social space once lockdown restrictions are
eased.
■ In the conventional design of an electronic
control unit, the electronics are located within
a housing. By contrast, in an overmoulding
electronic control unit, the
electronic components,
which are arranged on a
printed circuit board as
is normally the case, are
completely embedded in
plastic. New, high-precision injection moulding
processes as well as new, particularly resistant
plastics enable worldwide serial automobile
production of this type of electronic control

unit by automotive technology supplier Vitesco
Technologies for the very first time. On account
of the extreme robustness of the components
– since the sensitive high-tech components
are completely enclosed in plastic – they
can easily withstand even strong
vibrations. Secondly, an overmoulding
component is not only lighter than
a comparable electronic control unit
in a conventional housing, but also
significantly flatter.
■ Volkswagen has invested in full-colour,
multi-material Stratasys J850 3D printers
from Stratasys for realistic prototypes for both
interior and exterior applications – helping the
company to drive further innovation within new
vehicle design. According to the company, this
latest investment allows the design team to
meet Volkswagen’s quality requirements, with
the capability to now create complex multimaterial prototypes that mirror final production
parts with up to 99% precision. This level of
realism will enable the team to better test and
improve overall part designs. For example, the
VeroUltraClear material, which is transparent,
can replicate the clarity of glass. Peter Bartels,
head of the Volkswagen Pre-Series-Center,
comments: “It is essential we provide our

design teams with the latest cutting-edge
technologies to unleash their creativity and
enable them to set the standard in automotive
design. The recent addition of the J850
3D Printers offers us additional
capabilities that strengthen our 3D
printing operations and allow us
to further optimise our design
process.”
■ National branches of Engineers
Without Borders, including the UK
body whose CEO is Katie Cresswell-Maynard,
are uniting to demand a complete shift in
engineering education and professional
values. The groups said that the latest
proposed revision of the International
Engineering Alliance’s Benchmark for Graduate
Attributes and Professional Competencies
needs urgent adaptation. They added: “Whilst
the benchmark makes progress, it still fails to
adequately challenge an often narrow view of
engineering where its impact on the planet is
played down. Societal and ethical issues are
often overlooked, leaving room for solutions
that further consume planetary resources at
an unsustainable rate, and don’t consider the
needs of all people, to continue.” They are
pressing for engineers to do more.
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Who are we?
This journal is produced by the IED for our Members and for those who
have an interest in engineering and product design, as well as CAD users.
The IED, established in 1945, incorporated by Royal Charter in 2012,
is a licensed body of both the Engineering Council and Society for the
Environment and we register our suitably qualified Members as Chartered
Environmentalists (CEnv), Chartered Engineers (CEng), Incorporated
Engineers (IEng) or Engineering Technicians (EngTech), Chartered
Technological Product Designers (CTPD) and Registered Product Designers
(RProdDes). We also offer professional recognition to CAD Managers
(RCADMan) and Practitioners (RCP), and those who teach and lecture in
design or CAD.
We represent our Members’ interests at the highest levels and raise
awareness of the professional standards of our Members, whilst providing a
resource and information service, and a friendly and approachable route to
assessment and registration.

“For any design engineer
hoping to pursue a career in
industry, membership and
registration shows commitment

Why become a member of the IED?

to continuing professional

Membership of any professional body gives you professional recognition
and status, and an acknowledged code of conduct to work to. Membership
of the IED gives you the added credibility of being acknowledged for the
role you play in Design and Innovation, and helps to develop your skills and
knowledge in these areas.
As well as the various registrations, membership of the IED gives you the
opportunity to meet with other designers and discuss issues particular
to your field of expertise or interest. Many of our Members prefer to
communicate primarily through the discussion forums on our website,
as this lends itself to the busy work schedules – however, we also run
seminars, meetings and events where Members can carry out CPD and
meet up.
The IED is the only Institution that represents designers in all
Engineering and Product Design fields, plus those who teach these skills.

development and promoting
good practice in those with
whom we interact on a daily
basis. The IED provides a
natural home for those whose
roles encompass a diverse
range of skills.”
BH, Chartered Engineer

How do you join?
We have made the application process as simple as we can. To maintain
the high standards of membership, we need all prospective members to:
Complete an application form
Submit a CV and details of relevant educational qualifications. All applicants
are assessed by a Committee of Members.

If you are a designer who would like to gain formal professional recognition, or work in
an organisation which employs designers, and would like to have your employees gain
membership and professional recognition, contact the IED on 01373 822801 or send an email
to: membership@ied.org.uk to discuss your next step.

If undelivered, please return to:
The Institution of Engineering Designers,
Courtleigh, Westbury Leigh,
Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 3TA

